1. Disconnect the loop portion of half of the bungees (every other one)

2. Make sure wire locks on hinges are in the fully open position.

3. Install one leg to use as handle. Grasp firmly.

4. Stand on frame and mat, push leg away.

5. Frame Snaps Open

6. Lift the trampoline frame near the hinge (DON'T Grasp Hinge or injury may occur) and fully close the hinge locks on each side.

7. Remove leg, flip frame so top is facing up. Reinstall bungees, and adjust cord spacing. Install legs.

**WARNING** Only OPEN/UNFOLD this way or serious injury may occur.

**WARNING** Only CLOSE/FOLD this way or serious injury may occur.
**WARNING** SEE OTHER SIDE for proper folding instruction or serious injury may occur.

**WARNING**

Make sure Hinge Wire Locks are in the closed position at all times while in use.

Frame can snap shut when resting on its side, if hinges are not locked and trampoline is in an unsafe position.

Hinges must be in a vertical position when using or handling the trampoline on its side.

Please find more tips in the owners manual, or contact our customer service department with any questions you may have.